Fountainhead Flash
Senior School

Now that Santa has arrived and left us with lots of good wishes for the New Year let us
begin 2021 on a happy note! Let the learnings of 2020 be the torchlight for the upcoming year.
On that positive note, here’s how December looked like at Fountainhead School!

To nur ure leaders with character and competence

Learner's Nook
Remembering The Man
who knew Inﬁnity
The past is a place of learning!

Iimage Source : https://twitter.com/piyushgoyal/status/857044313716535296

Students of grade 7 commemorated Srinivasa
Ramanujan on 22nd December and celebrated the birth
anniversary of the legendary Indian Mathematician.
The event started off with an introduction of Srinivasa
Ramanujan, his contributions in the field of mathematics
and some fun facts about him. Students thoroughly
enjoyed the light hearted Math jokes and Math
Games during the event. It was a fun filled
time for both, students and teachers.

Visit here to know more : https://currents.google.com/117858774916567478311/posts/V8xhiEKURrr

Science with a Flick of PHE!
United we stand divided we fall! Helping students learn
through integration of disciplines helps them learn
better.
For the tuning in activity of the Energy unit, grade 8
students were asked to perform sets of activities at
home, through which they were able to recall their
learnings from PHE about endurance, strength and
stamina!
Some regular day to day tasks were assigned with an
aim to introduce different forms of energy
present/used for performing specific tasks.
The learners established connections between different
forms of energy and its applications in daily life!
Visit here to know more : https://currents.google.com/103152461323298717501/posts/DZumawPEVNg

See through their eyes

Fountainhead School believes that, ‘Our students cannot learn well if they do not
learn empathy’.
As a part of the current unit on developing resources for visually impaired
community, students of grade 9 Product Design, got an opportunity to have a
unique experience of attending a virtual field trip to Andhjan Shala situated at Ghod
dhod road, Surat.
This helped students to get more clarity on how different resources are used and
access arrangements are made to assist visually impaired students.
Further, an interview was conducted with Mr. Shrikant Jadav, an English teacher
belonging to the same community. He demonstrated various resources used by
students and how they write in braille. He also explained how different assistive
devices are used while walking to guide them of any obstacles.
This has surely given our budding designers a peek into the types of resources
which can be designed for the target audience.
Visit here to know more : https://currents.google.com/107263896139595259737/posts/cfa9rRFv53v

Artist Meet

When you meet people with similar interests their passion rubs on to you!
Visual Arts students of grade 11-12 attended a virtual meet with artist Bhairavi Modi
who inculcates Dang culture in her art works. Connecting to local examples and
then with global examples helped students connect well to Folk art.
Visit here to know more : https://currents.google.com/u/0/102528650529171121341/posts/6KDugggaUFb

Mavericks Corner

FS Junior MUN

Once said by Nelson Mandela "Children are our greatest treasure. They are our
future."
FS Junior MUN was organized by six students of grade 7 and 8 MLC targeting grade
5 students. The MUN was divided into 4 committees. The main goal was to give
young students an exposure of decision making, debate and public speaking.
Visit here to know more : https://currents.google.com/116029926320138022646/posts/fCo9SuNV5yw

Special Feature

Debate On Farms Bill
Our youth holds the torchlight to our future and it is highly imperative that students
indulge in healthy discussions related to current affairs.
DACAC(Debate And Current Affairs Club) indulged in a debate on the current protest
related to farm bills. The debate was organized by the students Viha Shah (grade 11)
and Ruhan Desai (grade 12) with DACAC members.
When around 70% of the country's population is directly or indirectly dependent on
agriculture and if the government introduces certain bills to which farmers are
protesting, How come you do not think about it? Copy of all the 3 farm bills were
shared with the participating members in advance to have a healthy discussion.
Participants were encouraged to research well. It was a wonderful session to
understand the current situation from different perspectives.

Visit here to know more : https://currents.google.com/113353517022749226440/posts/cj3MpY68asY

Fountainhead School
Human Library

A real life learning for the students of grade 10 Integrated Humanities in the form
of Human Library, where Human books were invited to share their stories with the
students.
The catalogue consisted of 16 books who faced discrimination in various forms in
life. Learning to be a more open and tolerant society the event marked a
celebration of the differences and standing together against discrimination,
prejudice and stereotypes.
Mana Shah, from grade 10 Apotheosis reflected that, “I thoroughly enjoyed these
sessions and I wish I could listen to all of them. I was able to connect to speakers,
and I feel so much stronger now. I found these sessions worth it. This will help me
to know and understand the society with different lenses”.
Visit here to know more : https://currents.google.com/104879331169910803738/posts/8aR11DvY9rg

FS Pride

ASSET Test

Yugsinh Gharia

Krish Kabutarwala

special recognition as

special recognition as

Gold Scholar

bronze Scholar

Grade 8 - Rhapsody

Grade 7 - Vision

( Student scoring 95 percentile in one or more subjects is awarded an ATS gold Scholar. )

Asset Talent Search (ATS) 2020-21
Organised by Educational Initiatives Pvt. Ltd. | Held in October 2020

ASSET stands for Assessment of Scholastic Skills through Educational Testing. It is
a scientifically designed, skill-based assessment test.
Yugsinh Gharia(grade 8) and Krish Kabutarwala(grade 9) received special
recognition as Gold Scholar and Bronze Scholar respectively.
Visit here to know more :
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1610631419125301&id=176733682515089
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1610631635791946&id=176733682515089

DSB international TEDx

FS Pride

Arya Vachhani
Grade 9 - Esoteric

the only student from Gujarat
who was selected in the speaker panel of

TEDx DSB International
Mumbai

Topic: Child labor
(Reshaping - a small eﬀort for a big leap!)

CONGRATULATIONS
Arya Vachhani from grade 9 participated in the DSB international TEDx and was
selected for the speaker panel - the only student from Gujarat. She delivered a talk
on Reshaping - a small effort for a big leap!
Visit here to know more : https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1617337588454684&id=176733682515089

Facilitator's
Niche
The Short Books Club
A club initiated by staff to read books and reflect on the learnings
Facing difficulty in managing time? Read the book "Eat that Frog".
The short books club read the book "Eat that Frog" written by Brian Tracy.
The first thing you should do each morning is to eat a live frog. Your frog is your
biggest and most important task which otherwise you would procrastinate. And, if
you have to eat two frogs, then eat the ugliest one first. Brian Tracy, in this book
talks about 21 ways to stop procrastinating and get more work done in less time. It
is definitely a good read and the activities listed can help us be more efficient in
our work.
Visit here to know more : https://currents.google.com/110921200726271640628/posts/WS8RWBwCDfW

Learning, Fast and Slow
Even as we hope to foster reading as a skill among students, as teachers and
leaders it becomes imperative that we read to learn. In the light of this, the leaders
of the Diploma Programme were asked to share their take-away after reading a
section from the book, Range by David Epstein.
Leaders were able to recount how learning through struggle in the initial days of
the Diploma Programme has led to a long-lasting understanding of the
Programme requirements for respective subjects. This was followed by a
discussion on the challenges of slow learning and experimentation with learning,
in the race to complete a curriculum and drive students towards a goal directed
score.
The reading and discussions led to a firm understanding that slow learning with
struggles associated in learning skill sets, concepts and subject content can
begin early; and the penultimate and ultimate years of school can focus on
grades that help achieve benchmark college admissions, in addition to the
fostering character and competence - which is the mission of the school as well
as furthers the IB Learner Profile attributes.

You can also read the Junior School newsletter here:
https://www.fountainheadschools.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Junior-school-Newsletter_January.pdf

